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In our earlier work we associated a natural category to a semigroup with local
units and proved semigroup analogues of the celebrated Morita theorems for rings.
In this article we use the notion of a Morita context to define an equivalence
relation on a far wider class of semigroups. We give a semigroup analogue of
Morita I and show that Morita equivalent semigroups can be constructed with
ease. Our construction is based on the classical Rees theorem and a generalisation
of this theorem by Hotzel. We then use properties of equivalent categories to
deduce properties of this construction. Finally, we give a new generalisation of the
Rees theorem and applications of this generalisation. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The classical Artin]Wedderburn theorem asserts that a ring R is simple
Artinian if and only if it is the ring of linear transformations of a finite
dimensional vector space over a division ring. A new insight into this
w xtheorem was provided by Bass 2 in the early 1960s. Bass exploited a deep
w xapplication of the theory developed by K. Morita 10 on equivalence for
categories R-Mod, of modules over rings with identity. Bass' theorem can
be interpreted as asserting that a ring R with identity is simple Artinian if
and only if the category R-Mod is equivalent to the category D-Mod for
some division ring D. From this it was also possible to recover the
Artin]Wedderburn theorem. The idea of such a theory is to relate a ring
* The research for this paper was carried out while the author was visiting the Laboratoire
Informatique Theorique et Programmation, Paris, on a Royal Society Fellowship.Â
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with a complex structure to one with a simpler structure and so learn more
about the original ring.
The machinery of Morita equivalence is in terms of projective modules,
tensor products, and Hom functors. However, Bass developed the notion
of a ``Morita context,'' which greatly facilitates the applications of the
theory. Questions relating to the equivalence of categories through the use
of Morita contexts have been the subject of many investigations. We refer
w xthe reader to 6 for an extensive list of references.
w x w xU. Knauer 9 and B. Banaschewski 1 , independently, transferred the
ring theoretic approach to monoids. Knauer considered the category S-Act
w xof sets over a monoid S. The main theorem of 9 states that for monoids S
and R, the categories S-Act and R-Act are equivalent if and only if there
exists an idempotent e in S such that S s SeS and R ( eSe. Banaschewski
made the important observation that if R and S are semigroups monoids
.without identity , and the categories R-Act and S-Act are equivalent, then
R and S are isomorphic semigroups.
w xIn 14 we generalised Morita theory to semigroups having ``local units,''
where a semigroup S is said to have local units if for each x in S there
exist idempotents e and f such that x s exf. We managed to show that a
semigroup S with local units defines an endofunctor on the category S-Act
and that this functor ``fixes'' certain objects in S-Act, that is, there exist M
in S-Act such that the image of M is isomorphic to M. We were thus able
to define the category S-FxAct of fixed objects. We defined two semi-
groups R and S with local units to be Morita equivalent if the categories
R-FxAct and S-FxAct are equivalent. We adapted the definition of a
 .Morita context see Section 3 for our purposes and then proved the
following theorem.
Two semigroups S and T with local units are Morita equi¨ alent if and only if
  : w x:there exists a Morita context R, S, P , Q , , , , , such that P g R-R S S R R
 : w xFxAct, Q g S-FxAct, and the maps , , , are surjecti¨ e.S
Moreover, we were able to give an analogue of the above theorem on
simple Artinian rings. That is, a regular semigroup S is completely zero-
simple if and only if it is Morita equivalent to a group with zero attached.
w xBy relying on some results of Hotzel 7 we were also able to recover the
Rees theorem.
This result was a direct consequence of the existence of a Morita
context. In this paper, we use the notion of a Morita context to prove the
sufficiency part of the above theorem for semigroups of the form S s S2.
In fact, we find that a Morita context with certain additional properties
allows us to define an equivalence relation, which we call strong Morita
equivalence, on the class of all semigroups of the form S s S2. Our main
theorem states that if R and S are strongly Morita equivalent then the
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respective fixed object categories, that is, R-FxAct and S-FxAct are also
equivalent. This theorem can be viewed as the semigroup analogue of the
w xcelebrated theorem for rings which has come to be known as Morita I 8 .
w xWe mention that in 6 Garcia and Simon develop a theory of Morita
equivalence for rings of the form R s R2; however, our methods appear to
be very different from theirs.
We also show that the category S-FxAct contains some important
objects, namely, the indecomposable projectives. It turns out that in a large
class of semigroups the indecomposable projectives are precisely those
objects which are isomorphic to idempotent generated principal left ideals
of the semigroup. This fact allows us to investigate properties of semi-
groups which are governed by the idempotents.
We show that we can construct Morita equivalent semigroups with ease.
Our construction is based on the classical Rees theorem and a generalisa-
w xtion of this theorem by Hotzel 7 . We then use properties of equivalent
categories to deduce properties of this construction and to give a generali-
sation of the Rees theorem.
As applications we give a new proof of the Rees theorem without
.relying on Hotzel's results . We also show that a given semigroup contains
an abundant supply of strongly Morita equivalent subsemigroups. Finally,
we apply our generalisation of the Rees theorem to the important from
w x .the viewpoint of group complexity 5 of semigroups class of unambiguous
semigroups.
2. PRELIMINARIES
w x w xFor any undefined terms we refer the reader to 5 or 11 . Throughout,
 .we shall let E S denote the set of idempotents of a semigroup S. For our
exposition we shall need the following types of semigroups:
I. A semigroup S is said to be factorisable if S s S2, that is, every
 .element of S can be written as the product not necessarily unique of two
elements.
II. We say that a semigroup S is a sandwich semigroup if there
exists a set E of idempotents in S such that S s SES.
III. A semigroup S is said to have local units if for each x in S there
 .exist idempotents e and f in E S such that x s exf.
It is easy to see that a semigroup with local units is a sandwich semigroup
and that a sandwich semigroup is factorisable.
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2.1. The Category of Actions
w xWe begin by recapitulating some basic definitions from 14 , referring
w xthe reader to 14 for details.
DEFINITION 1. Let S be a semigroup. By an S action we mean a set M
 .together with a function S = M ª M, denoted s, m ¬ sm, satisfying
 .  .st m s s tm . If S is a monoid with identity 1, then we further require
that 1m s m. We shall refer to M as an S-act.
 .Let M and N be two S-acts. A mapping f : M ª N is called a left
 .  .S-morphism if sm f s s mf . The left S-acts together with the S-
morphisms form a category which we shall denote by S-Act. As usual we
shall denote a left S-act M by M and the set of left S-morphisms fromS
 .M into N by Hom M, N . If M s S and n is an element of N, thenS S S S S
 .by r n we denote the left S-morphism s ¬ sn, from S to N.
Analogously, right S-acts are defined. Their category will be denoted by
Act-S. We shall distinguish left and right S-acts by writing M and M ,S S
respectively. We shall denote the set of right S-morphisms from M intoS
 .N by Hom M , N . However, we warn that we shall write right mor-S S S S
phisms to the left of their argument.
 .For a semigroup with 0 zero we are concerned with pointed S-acts,
where an S-act M is said to be pointed if it has a distinguished element,
also denoted by 0, such that 0m s 0 for all m g M. We note that for this
element 0 in M we have s0 s 0 for all s g S. The category of pointed
S-acts will also be denoted by S-Act.
 4For a family P : i g I of S-acts, the coproduct @ P exists and isi ig I i
isomorphic to the disjoint union of the sets P . If S has a zero and the Pi i
are pointed S-acts, then their co-product is the 0-direct union.
If a set M is simultaneously a left S-act and a right R-act such that
 .  .s mr s sm r, then we shall call M an S]R-biact and denote it by M . IfS R
N is some other S]R-biact, then we say that a mapping f : M ª N is anS R
S]R-bimorphism if it is simultaneously a left S-morphism and a right
R-morphism.
2.2. The Hom and Tensor Functors
Given semigroups R and S, our aim is to seek conditions for certain
subcategories of R-Act and S-Act to be equivalent. We shall need two
important functors, the first of which is derived from the Hom set.
w xPROPOSITION 1 14 . Let R, S, and T be semigroups and N and U beS R S T
 .bi-acts. The set Hom U, N becomes a left T-act and a right R-act if forS S S
 .a g Hom U, N , r g R, and t g T , we define the respecti¨ e actions byS S S
t ? a : u g U ¬ ut a g N and a ? r : u g U ¬ ua r g N. .  .
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 .For a fixed U we obtain the functor Hom U, from S-Act to T-Act,S T S
 .which is induced by the mappings N ¬ Hom U, N and f gS
 .  .  .Hom M, N ¬ f 9, where f 9: Hom U, M ª Hom U, N is defined byS S S
g ¬ gf.
 .We note that if P is a right T-act, then the set Hom U , P of rightT T T T
 .T-morphisms becomes a right S-act if we define a ? s: u g U ¬ a su g P.
Second, for a right S-act M and a left S-act N, M m N is the solutionS S S
of the usual universal problem, that is,
M m N s M = N rs , .S
where s is the equivalence relation on M = N generated by
S s ms, n , m , sn : m g M , n g N , s g S . 4 .  . .
 .We denote the s-class of m, n by m m n. As usual we refer to M m NS
as the tensor product of M and N. It is easy to see that if M is an
R]S-biact then M m N is a left R-act. Moreover, for a fixed R]S-biactR S
M we may define the functor M m from S-Act to R-Act, which isR S R S
induced by the mappings N ¬ M m N, and any left S-morphism g : NS R S S
ª P maps to I m g, where I is the identity map on M.S M M
2.3. The Category of Fixed Actions
w xJust as in 14 , we now proceed to pick an important subcategory of
S-Act.
We say that an S-act M is unitary if SM s M, where SM s sm : s g
4S, m g M . The unitary S-acts together with the usual S-morphisms form
a full subcategory of S-Act, which we shall denote by S-UAct. We note that
we can always form the subact SM of M. In particular if S is a factorisable
semigroup, then SM is a unitary subact of M. Henceforth, all semigroups
will be factorisable, unless otherwise stated.
We define the functorial co¨er of S to be the semigroup with underlying
set
S m S Hom S, S .S S
and multiplication
s m t ? a u m ¨ ? b s s t ? a m u¨ ? b . .  .  .
It is easy to verify that the multiplication is well defined and associative.
Moreover the map
G : s m t ? a ¬ st a .
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is a surjective semigroup homomorphism. If S is a semigroup with local
w xunits then by Corollary 4.4 of 14 , G is an isomorphism.
DEFINITION 2. We say that M g S-UAct is a fixed action if the S-
 .  .morphism G : S m S Hom S, M ª M defined by s m t ? a ¬ st a isM S S
an isomorphism.
The class of fixed actions together with the usual left S-morphisms
defines a category which we will denote by S-FxAct. We note that if S has
a zero then 0 is always a fixed object.
DEFINITION 3. Two semigroups R and S are said to be Morita equi¨ a-
lent if the categories R-FxAct and S-FxAct are equivalent.
We have designed the above definitions with the following in mind:
 .LEMMA 1. The restriction of the functor S m S Hom S, to S-FxAct isS S
naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on S-FxAct.
Proof. Follows from the definitions.
We may similarly define the category FxAct-S to be those unitary right
 .S-acts which are fixed by the functor Hom S , S m S.S S S
The following lemma will play a crucial role in our exposition.
LEMMA 2. If M is an object of S-UAct then S m M is an object ofS
S-FxAct.
Proof. Let s m m g S m M and let m s khn for some k, h g S andS
n g M. Define
L : S m M ª S m S Hom S, S m M .S S S
by s m m ¬ s m k ? r h m n . .
We note first that if m s k9h9n9 then letting s s abc we have
s m k ? r h m n s abc m k ? r h m n .  .
s a m b ? r c m m .
s a m b ? r c m k9h9n9 .
s s m k9 ? r h9 m n9 . .
It is now easy to see that the map L is well defined and a left S-morphism.
Since the map G is well defined L is injective.Sm MS
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 .To show that L is surjective let s m t ? a g S m S Hom S, S m M .S S
 .Since ta s a m q for some a g S and q g M we have that s ta s sa m q.
If q s u¨p, then
sa m q L s sa m u ? r ¨ m p .  .
s s m a ? r u¨ m p .
s s m t ? a .
Thus L is an isomorphism and is the inverse of G .Sm MS
COROLLARY 1. S m is a functor from S-UAct to S-FxAct.S
Proof. The proof follows from our earlier comments on tensor prod-
ucts.
 .COROLLARY 2. S m S Hom S, S is an object of S-FxAct.S S
 .Proof. S Hom S, S is an object of S-UAct.S
We note that the above definition of S-FxAct is not different from the
w x w xone given in 14 . However, in 14 we were able to give a different
characterisation of S-FxAct.
w xLEMMA 3 14 . Let S be a semigroup with local units. A unitary S-act M is
in S-FxAct if and only if S m M ( M.S
In particular the counterpart to the main theorem of this paper Theo-
.rem 3 was considerably easier to prove due to this characterisation.
3. PROJECTIVES
The category S-FxAct contains some important objects.
DEFINITION 4. P g S-Act is called projecti¨ e if given any diagram
P
f
66
M Np
of S-acts and S-morphisms with p surjective there exists an S-morphism
g : P ª M such that the triangle is commutative. An S-act is said to be
indecomposable if it cannot be written as the coproduct of two non-trivial
S-acts.
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w xFor a semigroup with local units we were able to adapt the results of 9 ,
and totally determine the nature of projectives.
w xTHEOREM 1 14 . Let S be a semigroup with local units. A unitary S-act P
is projecti¨ e and indecomposable if and only if P ( Se for some idempotent e
in S. Moreo¨er, a unitary S-act P is projecti¨ e if and only if P ( @ P forig I i
some set I, where for each i g I there exists an idempotent e of S such thati
P ( Se . Furthermore, all projecti¨ es in S-UAct lie in S-FxAct.i i
It is easy to see that if S is any semigroup and e is an idempotent in S,
then the left S-act, Se, is indecomposable and projective. Moreover, if e
 .and f are idempotents in S then Hom Se, Sf and eSf are isomorphic asS
eSe]fSf-biacts. It is also well known that in any category the coproduct of a
family of projectives is a projective. We are not able to determine the
structure of every projective for an arbitrary semigroup. Nevertheless, we
have the following result.
PROPOSITION 2. Let S be a sandwich semigroup. A unitary S-act P is
indecomposable and projecti¨ e if and only if P ( Se for some idempotent e
in S.
Proof. The proof is similar to the case when S is a semigroup with local
 w x.units see 14 .
DEFINITION 5. Let S be a factorisable semigroup. We say that P g S-
UAct is a principal left projecti¨ e if P ( @ P for some set I where forig I i
each i, there is an idempotent e of S such that P ( Se . Similarly we mayi i i
define a principal right projecti¨ e. We shall say that S is projecti¨ e if S is aS
principal left projective and S is a principal right projective.S
We mention that a principal projective is a projective since each Se isi
.projective, and a coproduct of projectives is projective .
PROPOSITION 3. Let S be a factorisable semigroup and let P be a principal
projecti¨ e in S-UAct; then P is an object of S-FxAct.
Proof. Let P be as described in the above definition; we claim that
S m P ( P. Define F: S m P ª P by s m p ¬ sp , and for each i g IS S i i
let u be the isomorphism Se ª P . F is clearly surjective. To show it isi i i
 .  .injective, suppose sp s tq . If p s ue u and q s ¨e u for some u,i i i i i i i i
¨ g S, then sue s t¨ e and it follows that sue m e u s t¨ e m e u , so thati i i i i i i i
s m p s t m q .i i
It follows from the above that the principal projectives define a subcate-
gory of S-FxAct.
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4. MORITA CONTEXTS AND AN EQUIVALENCE
RELATION
The central concept of our machinery is the classical notion of a Morita
w xcontext for modules over rings with identity, as presented in 8 . We drop
the additivity clause and formulate the following:
  : w x:DEFINITION 6. A six-tuple R, S, P , Q , , , , is said to be aR S S R
unitary Morita context, where R and S are factorisable semigroups, PR S
 :and Q are respectively unitary R]S- and S]R-biacts, , is an R]R-S R
w xmorphism of P m Q into R, and , is an S]S-morphism of Q m P intoS R
S such that the following hold:
 : w x1. p, q p9 s p q, p9
 : w x2. q p, q9 s q, p q9.
w xWe remind the reader that in 14 , we defined two semigroups S and T
with local units to be Morita equivalent if the categories S-FxAct and
T-FxAct are equivalent. We also proved the following theorem, which can
be considered to be our motivating force.
w xTHEOREM 2 14 . Let S and T be semigroups with local units. Then S and
T are Morita equi¨ alent if and only if there exists a Morita context
  : w x:R, S, P , Q , , , , , such that P g R-FxAct, Q g S-FxAct, and theR S S R R S
 : w xmaps , , , are surjecti¨ e.
DEFINITION 7. We define two semigroups R and S to be strongly
 :Morita equi¨ alent if there exists a unitary Morita context such that , and
w x, are surjective.
It is a routine matter to show that this is indeed an equivalence relation
on the class of factorisable semigroups. A little surprisingly, just as in the
case of rings with identity we have the following:
  : w x:  :LEMMA 4. Let R, S, P , Q , , , , be a unitary context with ,R S S R
 :surjecti¨ e. If R is a semigroup with local units then the map , from
P m Q into R is also injecti¨ e.R S S R
w xProof. See Lemma 8.1 of 14 .
We note that by the definition of a context a similar statement holds
for S.
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5. STRONG MORITA EQUIVALENCE IMPLIES MORITA
EQUIVALENCE
We now proceed to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. Let R and S be strongly Morita equi¨ alent and let
  : w x:  :R, S, P , Q , , , , be a unitary Morita context with , : P m Q ª RR S S R S
w xand , : Q m P ª S surjecti¨ e. Then R and S are Morita equi¨ alent ¨ia theR
functors
S m S Hom P , : R-FxActªS-FxAct and .S R
R m R Hom Q, : S-FxAct ª R-FxAct. .R S
We shall prove the above theorem through a series of lemmas.
 :We note first that for each q g Q we may define the map, , q : PR
 :  :  :ª R by p ¬ p, q . Since , is a left R-morphism, it follows that , qR
is also a left R-morphism. Moreover, since q s sq9 for some s g S and
 :  :  :  .q9 g Q and , q s s ? , q9 , we have that , q g S Hom P, R . Fur-R
 :thermore, for any n g N, where N g R-Act, the map , q ? n is in
 .S Hom P, N . Similarly for each p g P we may define the left S-R
w x w xmorphism, , p : Q ª S by q ¬ q, p .S S
LEMMA 5. Let R and S be strongly Morita equi¨ alent. For M g S-FxAct
and N g R-FxAct the maps
a : P m M ª R Hom Q, M .R S S
w xdefined by p m m ¬ , p ? m and
b : Q m N ª S Hom P , N .S R R
 :defined by q m n ¬ , q ? n are surjecti¨ e left R- and S-morphisms, respec-
ti¨ ely.
Proof. It is easy to see that a and b are well defined. Since
w x w xrp m m a s , rp ? m s r ? , p ? m s r p m m a .  .
we have that a is a left R-morphism. Similarly, b is a left S-morphism.
 . w xTo show that b is surjective, let s ? v g S Hom P, N . Since , isR
w xsurjective there exist q g Q and p g P such that q, p s s, also pv g N,
 .  :and we have that q m pv b s , q ? pv. Let p9 g P. Then,
 :  : w xp9 , q ? pv s p9, q ? pv s p9 q , p v s p9 s ? v . .
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We now write
< <Q m N for Q m N rker b and .bS R S R
< <P m M for P m M rker a . .aR S R S
We thus have
< <S m Q m N ( S m S Hom P , N g S-FxAct .bS R S R
and
< <R m P m M ( R m R Hom Q, M g R-FxAct. .aR S R S
< < < <LEMMA 6. Q m is a functor from R-Act to S-UAct and P m is ab aR S
functor from S-Act to R-UAct.
Proof. The proof follows from basic universal algebra.
LEMMA 7. The isomorphisms in the following are natural
< <S m Q m N ( S m S Hom P , N .bS R S R
< <R m P m M ( R m R Hom Q, M . .aR S R S
Proof. Let f : N ª M be a left R-morphism, and letR R
< <  . < <  :F : Q m N ª S Hom P, N be defined by q m n ¬ , q n. Theb bN R R
diagram
FN 6< <  .Q m N S Hom P , NbR R
6
f 9f 0
6 6
 .< < S Hom P , MQ m M b RR FM
commutes, for
< <  :  :q m n F f 9 s , q n f 9 s , q nf . . .b N
< < < <s q m nf F s q m n f 0 Fb bM M
and it follows that the following diagram also commutes.
I mFS N 6< <  .S m Q m N S m S Hom P , NbS R S R
6
I mf 9I mf 0 SS
6 6
 .< < S m S Hom P , MS m Q m M b S RS R I mFS M
 .Let G denote the functor S m S Hom P, and H denote the functorS R
 .R m R Hom Q, . We now proceed to show that G and H are inverseR S
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equivalences. First, we seek an alternative characterisation of ker a , where
 .a : P m M ª R Hom Q, M is the R-morphism of Lemma 5, and M sR S S
 .S m S Hom P, N .S R
LEMMA 8. Let N g R-UAct and define
P : P m S m S Hom P , N ª R Hom R , N .  .a R S S R R
 .by p m s m t ? v ¬ r pstv . The map P is a surjecti¨ e left R-morphisma
such that ker P s ker a .a
 .Proof. Let p, p9 g P, s, s9, t, t9 g S and v, v9 g Hom P, N . It isR
 .  .easy to see that r pstv g R Hom R, N . Now suppose thatR
p m s m t ? v a s p9 m s9 m t9 ? v9 a . .  .
w x  . w x  .Then for all q g Q we have q, p ? s m t ? v s q, p9 ? s9 m t9 ? v9 ,
w x . w x .and so for all p0 g P we have p0 q, p st ? v s p0 q, p9 s9t9 ? v9 , that
is,
 :  :p0 , q ps v s p0 , q p9s9 v9. .  .
 :  :  .Since , is surjective, we may write any r g R as p0, q . Thus r pstv
 .s r p9s9t9v9 , and it follows that ker a : ker P .a
Conversely suppose that
p m s m t ? v P s p9 m s9 m t9 ? v9 P . .  .a a
 . w x . w x Now p m s m t ? v a s , p s m t ? v : q ¬ q, p s m t ? v and p9 m s9
. w x . w xm t9 ? v9 a s , p9 s9 m t9 ? v9 : q ¬ q, p9 s9 m t9 ? v9. If we can show
w x w xthat q, p st ? v s q, p9 s9t9 ? v9 for all q g Q, then writing q s uq9 for
some u g S and q9 g Q, we will have
w x w xu m q9, p st ? v s u m q9, p9 s9t9 ? v9
and the equality ker a s ker P will follow. Let p0 g P and q g Q; thena
 :  :w xp0 q , p st ? v s p0 , q pst v s p0 , q p9s9t9 v9 .  .  .
w xs p0 q , p9 s9t9 v9. .
w x . w x .Thus q, p s m t ? v s q, p9 s9 m t9 ? v9 .
It only remains to show that P is surjective. Let r ? f g R Homa R
 .  :R, N and let r s st for some s, t g R. Now s s p, q for some p g P
 :  .  .and q g Q; also, , q ? tf g S Hom P, N . Writing p s p9u forR
 :  .some p9 g P and u g R, we have that p9 m u m , q ? tf is mapped to
r ? f.
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Similarly, for M g S-UAct, we may define the map
P : Q m R m R Hom Q, M ª S Hom S, M .  .b S R R S S
 .by q m r m r 9 ? k ¬ r qrr9k and show that P is a surjective left S-b
morphism such that ker P s ker b.b
As before, we write
< <P m S m S Hom P , N . PS S R a
for P m S m S Hom P , N rker P . .S S R a
and
< <Q m R m R Hom Q, M . PR R S b
for Q m R m R Hom Q, M rker P . . .R R S b
For N g R-FxAct, the following holds.
< <H G N ( R m P m S m S Hom P , N , by Lemma 7 .  . . aR S S R
< <( R m P m S m S Hom P , N , by Lemma 8 . PR S S R a
( R m R Hom R , N , by Lemma 8 .R R
( N , by definition of R-FxAct,
with all isomorphisms natural. Similarly, for M g S-FxAct
< <G H M ( S m Q m R m R Hom Q, M .  . . bS R R S
< <( S m Q m R m R Hom Q, M . PS R R S b
( S m S Hom S, M .S S
( M .
The proof of Theorem 3 is now complete.
It is also possible to recover a great deal of information from a context.
The following theorem can be viewed as the semigroup analogue of the
w xcelebrated theorem for rings which has come to be known as Morita I 8 .
THEOREM 4. Let R and S be strongly Morita equi¨ alent and let
  : w x:  : w xR, S, P , Q , , , , be a unitary Morita context with , and ,R S S R
surjecti¨ e. Then the following hold:
1. The categories R-FxAct and S-FxAct are equi¨ alent.
 .  .2. R m R Hom R, R ( R m R End Q and S m S Hom S, S (R R S S
S m S End P as semigroups.S R
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 .3. If R g R-FxAct, then S m S Hom P , R ( S m SR S R S
 .  .Hom S, Q and if S g S-FxAct, then R m R Hom Q, S ( R mS S R S R
 .R Hom R, P as left acts.R
 44. Let L denote the lattice I : R : I is an ideal of R, RIR s I andR
similarly for L . Then there is a lattice isomorphism between L and L .S R S
 .Proof. We have already proved 1 .
2. Let b be defined as in Lemma 5 and define
b9: Q m P ª S Hom S, S .R S
by
w xq m p ¬ r q , p . .
 :  :We claim that ker b s ker b9. Suppose that , q p s , q9 p9 for some q,
w xq9 g Q and p, p9 g P. Let s s q0, p0 be an arbitrary element of S.
Thus
 :w x w x w x w xw xsr q , p s q0 , p0 q , p s q0 , p0 , q p s sr q9, p9 . .  .
w x. w x.Conversely, let r q, p s r q9, p9 , and for all p0 g P we have
w x w x  :  :p0 q, p s p0 q9, p9 . Thus p0, q p s p0, q9 p9, and the claim follows.
By Lemma 7 we have
< <S m S End P ( S m Q m P ( S m S Hom S, S . .bS R S R S S
 .3. We note that if R g R-FxAct then R ( R m R Hom R, R andR
 .so by 2 , R ( R m R End Q. Thus,R S
< <S m S Hom P , R ( S m Q m R by Lemma 7 . bS R S R
< <( S m Q m R m R End Q bS R R S
< <( S m Q m R m R End Q by Lemma 8PS R R S b
( S m S Hom S, Q by Lemma 8. .S S
w x w x4. Let I g L and let QI, P denote the set qa, p : q g Q, a gR
4 w x w xI, p g P . It is easy to see that QI, P is an ideal in S; also, S QI, P S s
w x w xSQI, PS s QI, P .
 :  : 4For J g L let PJ, Q denote the set pb, q : q g Q, b g J, p g P .S
 :Again it is easy to see that PJ, Q g L .S
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w x  :Define maps L ª L by I ¬ QI, P and L ª L by J ¬ PJ, Q .R S S R
Thus,
 :  : :  :  :w x w xI ¬ QI , P ¬ P QI , P , Q s P , QI P , Q s P , Q I P , Q s I.
The two maps clearly preserve inclusion and the result follows.
COROLLARY 3. If R and S be strongly Morita equi¨ alent semigroups, then
the categories FxAct-S and FxAct-R are also equi¨ alent. Moreo¨er, the dual
statements of the abo¨e theorem hold.
Proof. Follows from the symmetric nature of a Morita context.
We have shown that strong Morita equivalence implies Morita equiva-
lence. We shall make free use of the following well known facts on
equivalent categories.
Let C and D be equivalent categories via the functors F: C ª D and
G: D ª C; then
 .I. If M, N g C and Hom M, N denotes the set of morphisms inC
 .C from M to N, then there is a bijection of the sets Hom M, N andC
  .  ..  .Hom F M , F N . In particular Hom M , M and HomD C D
  .  ..F M , F M are isomorphic as semigroups.
 .II. A morphism f in C is an epimorphism monomorphism if and
 .  .only if F f is an epimorphism monomorphism in D.
 4III. If M is a family of objects in C such that @ M is ani ig I ig I i
 .  .object of C, then F @ M is isomorphic to @ F M in D.ig I i ig I i
 .IV. I is an indecomposable in C if and only if F I is an indecom-
posable in D, where an S-act is said to be indecomposable if it cannot be
written as the co-product of two non-empty acts.
 .V. P is a projective in C if and only if F P is a projective in D.
As immediate applications we have:
COROLLARY 4. Let R and S be sandwich semigroups. If R and S are
strongly Morita equi¨ alent, then the subcategories of principal projecti¨ es are
equi¨ alent. In particular, the subcategories of indecomposable projecti¨ es are
equi¨ alent. Moreo¨er, if e and f are idempotents in R then there exist
idempotents e9, f 9 in S such that eRf and e9Sf 9 are isomorphic as semigroups.
Proof. The proof follows from the earlier facts on equivalence functors
and Proposition 2.
COROLLARY 5. Let R and S be sandwich semigroups. If R and S are
strongly Morita equi¨ alent then the cardinalities of the sets of regular D-classes
of R and S are the same.
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Proof. It is well known that in any semigroup S the idempotents e and
f are D-related if and only if Se ( Sf as left S-acts and that a D-class is
regular if and only if it contains an idempotent. We choose one idempo-
tent from each regular D-class of R and denote this set by E ; similarly weR
may choose one idempotent from each regular D-class of S and denote
this set by E . That the cardinalities of these two sets are the same followsS
from the above facts on equivalence functors and Propositions 2 and 3.
6. A CONSTRUCTION
We now show that we can construct strongly Morita equivalent semi-
groups with ease. Our construction is an analogue of the following impor-
w xtant classical construction as presented in 5 . Let R be a semigroup, let X
and Y be finite non-empty sets, and let
 :, : Y = X ª R
  :.be a function with values denoted y, x . Then the set
M s X = R = Y
equipped with the associative product
 :x , s, y x9, s9, y9 s x , s y , x9 s9, y9 .  .  .
 :is a semigroup, known as the Rees matrix semigroup o¨er R defined by , .
We formulate the following: Let R be a semigroup, and let P and QR R
be respectively left and right R-acts. Also, let
 :, : P = Q ª RR R
 :  :  :  :be an R]R-bi-linear, that is, rp, q s r p, q and p, qs s p, q s.
Then the set Q m P becomes a semigroup with productR
 :q m p q9 m p9 s q m p , q9 p9. .  .
 :The multiplication is well defined since , is an R]R-bi-linear map. It is
easy to verify that it is associative. We shall refer to Q m P as the MoritaR
 :semigroup o¨er R defined by , .
We mention that if R is a monoid with zero, then the data in the above
w xdefine a dual R-operand in the terminology of 7 .
THEOREM 5. Let R be a factorisable semigroup, and let P and Q beR R
respecti¨ ely unitary left and right R-acts. Also, let
 :, : P = Q ª RR R
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be a surjecti¨ e R]R-bilinear map. The Morita semigroup Q m P is stronglyR
Morita equi¨ alent to R.
Proof. First, we show that Q m P is a semigroup of the form Q mR R
.2P s Q m P.R
Let q m p g Q m P. Since P is unitary there exist r g R, p9 g P suchR R
 :that p s rp9. Also, since , is surjective there exist p0 g P, q0 g Q such
 :that p0, q0 s r, and it follows that
 :q m p0 q0 m p9 s q m p0 , q0 p9 s q m p. .  .
 .P becomes a unitary R- Q m P -biact if we define a right action byR
 :p ? q9 m p9 s p , q9 p9, .
where p g P and q9 m p9 g Q m P. That the action is well defined follows
 :from the bilinearity of , .
 .Similarly, Q becomes a unitary Q m P -R-biact if we define a leftR
action by
 :q9 m p9 ? q s q9 p9, q . .
It is now easy to verify that
  : :w xR , Q m P , P , Q, , , ,R
w xis a Morita context, where , is the identity map.
 : w xThe maps , and , are surjective by construction.
A Morita context also gives rise to new semigroups.
  : w x:PROPOSITION 4. Let R, S, P , Q , , , , be a unitary Morita con-R S S R
text and let p, p9 g P and q, q9 g Q. The bi-act P m Q is a semigroup withS
 . . w xmultiplication p m q p9 m q9 s p q, p9 m q9 and the bi-act Q m P is aR
 . .  :semigroup with multiplication q m p q9 m p9 s q p, q9 m p9. Also, the
 : w xmaps , and , are semigroup homomorphisms. If the two maps are
surjecti¨ e then the semigroups Q m P, P m Q, R, and S are all stronglyR S
Morita equi¨ alent.
Proof. The associativity of operations follows directly from the defini-
 : w xtions of , and , .
COROLLARY 6. Let R be a semigroup with local units, and let P and QR R
 :be respecti¨ ely unitary left and right R-acts. If , : P = Q ª R is aR R
surjecti¨ e R]R-bilinear map, then Q m P is a sandwich semigroup.R
Proof. We show first that each idempotent e g R gives rise to an
idempotent in Q m P. Let e be an idempotent in R; then there existR
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 :  :p9 g P and q9 g Q such that p9, q9 s e. In particular ep9, q9 s e and
it follows that
 :q9 m ep9 q9 m ep9 s q9 m ep9, q9 ep9 s q9 m ep9 . .  .  .
 .  : 4We let E s q9 m ep9 : p9, q9 s e . Now, let q m p g Q m P. Since RR
is a semigroup with local units and P is unitary there exists an idempo-R
 :tent e in R such that ep s p. Let p9, q9 s e, then by the above
 .q9 m ep9 is an idempotent of Q m P andR
q m ep9 q9 m ep9 q9 m ep s q m p . .  .  .  .
7. CO-ORDINATES
The Morita semigroup can be given a special form in the following
situation.
 :Let Q m P be a Morita semigroup over R defined by , . SupposeR
moreover that P is a principal left projective and Q is a principal rightR R
projective. So that, for some set L,
P ( @ P ,R lg L l
 .where for each l there is an e in E R such that P ( Re, and for somel
set I,
Q ( @ Q ,R ig I i
 .where for each i there is an e in E R such that Q ( eR.i
We now choose an idempotent from each regular D-class of R and
 4denote this set by E. Let E s e g E : 'l g L, P ( Re . Thus E con-P l P
tains those idempotents of E which are required in the decomposition of
 4P; also, for a fixed e g E let L s l g L : P ( Re . We shall denote anP e l
element of L by l . Then,e e
P ( P , where P ( Re for each e g E .@ @R l l Pe e
egE l gLP e e
If p denotes a left R-isomorphism Re ª P , then each p g P can bel le e
 .written as se p for some s g R, e g E and l g L .l e ee
 4  4Similarly, let E s e g E : ' i g I, Q ( eR and I s i g I : Q ( eR .Q i e i
Then denoting an element of I by i , we havee e
Q ( Q , where Q ( eR for each e g E .@ @R i i Qe e
egE i gIQ e e
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Again let v denote a right R-isomorphism fR ª Q . Then writing ai if f
right morphism on the left, we have that each q g Q can be written as
 .v ft for some t g R, f g E, and i g I .i f ff
If q m p s q9 m p9 is an element of Q m P, then there exists a se-R
quence
q , p s q , p ª q , p ª ??? ª q , p s q9, p9 .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 n n
 .  ..such that for each k s 1, . . . , n either q , p , q , p g S ork k kq1 kq1
 .  ..  .q , p , q , p g S see Section 2.2 .kq1 kq1 k k
 .  ..Suppose q , p , q , p g S; then there exists ¨ g R, such thatkq1 kq1 k k k
q s q ¨ and p s ¨ p .k kq1 k kq1 k k
It follows that there exist uniquely defined e g E , f g E , i g I , andP Q f f
l g L , such that q , . . . , q g Q , and p , . . . , p g P .e e 1 n i 1 n lf e
Put I s D I and L s D L and let q m p be an element ofeg E e eg E eQ P
Q m P. By the above,
q , p s v ft , sep . .  .i lf e
 .If q m p s q9 m p9, then for each k s 1, . . . , n we may write q , p sk k
  .  . .v ft , s e p . Now supposei k k lf e
v ft , s e p , v ft , s e p g S. .  .  .  . .  . /i k k l i kq1 kq1 lf e f e
 .  .  .Then there exists ¨ g R such that v ft s v ft ¨ and s e pk i k i kq1 k kq1 lf f e
 .s ¨ s e p and it follows that ft s ft ¨ and s e s ¨ s e, so thatk k l k kq1 k kq1 k ke
ft s e s ft ¨ s e s ft s e.k k kq1 k k kq1 kq1
This equation also holds if
v ft , s e p , v ft , s e p g S. .  .  .  . .  ./ i kq1 kq1 l i k k lf e f e
Thus
q m p s v f m fre ep . .i lf e
for some unique fre g E RE .Q P
 .We may thus define a map from Q m P to the set of I = L matricesR
with at most one non-zero entry from E RE byQ P
q m p ¬ fre . . i ,lf e
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We have shown that the map is well defined. It is clearly injective. We note
that if R is a monoid and the acts P and Q are free, that is, each P isl
isomorphic to R as a left R-act and each Q is isomorphic to R as a righti
R-act, then the map is also surjective.
Moreover, a bilinear mapping
 :, : P = Q ª R@ @l i
 .can be represented by the L = I -sandwich matrix
 :X s ep , v f .l ie f
DEFINITION 8. Let Q m P be a Morita semigroup over R defined byR
 :, . We say that Q m P has tensorial co-ordinate form if P is aR R
principal left projective and Q is a principal right projective.R
We have established:
THEOREM 6. If a Morita semigroup Q m P has tensorial co-ordinateR
form then it can be embedded in the Rees matrix semigroup o¨er R, consisting
< < < <of I = L matrices with at most one non-zero entry from R and multiplica-
tion AB s AXB.
We mention that the above theorem is a generalisation of the co-ordinate
free construction of a Rees matrix semigroup over a monoid as presented
w xin 7 . We shall see that the following theorem, which gives sufficient
conditions for a Morita semigroup to have tensorial co-ordinate form, can
be considered to be a generalisation of the Rees theorem.
THEOREM 7. Let R and S be strongly Morita equi¨ alent with S a projecti¨ e
  : w x:semigroup and R a semigroup with local units. Let R, S, P , Q , , , ,R S S R
 : w xbe a unitary Morita context with , , , surjecti¨ e. Moreo¨er, suppose that
P g R-FxAct and Q g FxAct-R. The semigroup Q m P has tensorialR R R
co-ordinate form.
Proof. Let S ( @ S and S ( @ S , where S ( Se andS lg L l S ig I i l l
 .S ( f S for some e , f g E S . Then by Corollary 3, S g S-FxAct and byi i l i S
part 3 of Theorem 4
P ( R m R Hom Q, S . .R R S
 .Now, F s R R Hom Q, is an equivalence functor, so thatmR S
P ( F S ( F S ( F S . .  .@ @R S l l /
lgL lgL
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 .Since each S is an indecomposable projective we have that F S is alsol l
an indecomposable projective in R-FxAct, and it follows that there exists
 .  .e g E R such that F S ( Re. We may give a similar description of Q ,l R
and we are thus in the situation described above.
8. APPLICATIONS
8.1. The Rees Theorem
w xOur first application is a new proof of the classical Rees theorem 12 ,
for completely 0-simple semigroups. Let S be a completely 0-simple
semigroup with n L-classes and m R-classes. We shall take the following
facts for granted.
I. S is regular.
II. There exists an idempotent e in S, such that S s SeS.
III. S is a 0-direct union of n left ideals isomorphic with Se as left
S-acts.
IV. S is a 0-direct union of m right ideals isomorphic with eS as
right S-acts.
V. eSe s G0 is a group with an attached zero.
Thus, S gives rise to a Morita context
 0  : :w xS, G , Se, eS, , , , ,
 : 0 w xwhere , : eS m Se ª G is defined by es m te ¬ este and , : SeS
m eS ª SeS is defined by se m et ¬ set.eSe
It is easy to check that the hypotheses of the above theorem hold. If
F: S-FxAct ª G0-FxAct denotes an equivalence functor then
n n n
0F S s F Se ( F Se ( G x , .  .@ @ @S l l l /
ls1 ls1 ls1
where each G0 x is isomorphic to G0 as a left G0-act. The last isomor-l
 . 0phism follows from the fact that F Se is a projective in G -FxAct, andl
the only non-zero idempotent in G0 is the identity of G. Thus,
se m et s v e m g ep , .  .i l
which can now be described as an I = L matrix with all entries zero
 .  :except for g in the i, l position. Also, the bilinear map , can be
described as an m = n matrix with entries in G0.
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8.2. The Depth View of a Finite Semigroup
Morita equivalent semigroups are abundant within a given semigroup.
Let T be an arbitrary semigroup and let E be some set of idempotents in
T. Put S s TET s SES and R s ETE s ESE. Then clearly S is a sand-
wich semigroup and the semigroups S, R are Morita equivalent via the
context
  : :w xS, ESE, SE, ES, , , ,
w x, : SE m ES ª S, where se m ft ¬ seftES E
 :, : ES m SE ª ESE, where es m tf ¬ estf .S
Let S be a finite semigroup, and suppose that the maximal D-classes of
S are all regular. We choose an idempotent from each maximal D-class of
S and denote this set by E . Then S s SE S, so that S is strongly Morita1 1
equivalent to E SE .1 1
It is well known that the maximal D-classes of E SE are all groups.1 1
Thus we are developing a tool to relate a given semigroup to one with a
simpler structure. We will find that we can learn about the original
semigroup via the simpler one.
 .Let D G be the disjoint union of the maximal D-classes ofe eg E1
E SE . It is also well known that for a finite semigroup a maximal D-class1 1
is either regular or a non-idempotent singleton. Let C denote the collec-1
 .tion of all maximal non-regular D-classes of E SE y D G and put1 1 e eg E1
XS s E SE y G y C . .D egE2 1 1 e 11
If some maximal D-classes of SX are still non-regular, then we add to C2 1
all these non-regular maximal D-classes and again denote the resulting set
by C . Proceeding in this manner we have a semigroup1
S s E SE y G y C .D egE2 1 1 e 11
all of whose maximal D-classes are regular.
We may thus repeat the above operation on S and form the set E . It2 2
follows that for any finite semigroup S there exist subsemigroups S , . . . , S1 n
such that
S s E SE y G y C .D egEk ky1 ky1 e ky1ky 1
is strongly Morita equivalent to E SE . Moreover, S is an ideal ink k k
E SE . In particular if S is a regular semigroup then C is empty forky1 ky1 k
all k.
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8.3. Unambiguous Semigroups
w xBirget 3 introduced the notion of unambiguous semigroups.
w xDEFINITION 9 3 . An order F on a semigroup is said to be unambigu-
 4ous if for all x, y, z g S _ 0 , z F x and z F y imply either x F y or
y F x. A semigroup S is said to be L-unambiguous if the L-order of S is
unambiguous. Dually we may define R-unambiguous. If both the R- and
L-orders of S are unambiguous then we call S an unambiguous semigroup.
w xIn 3 Birget also gives the following example which is credited to
Rhodes. Let S be a finite semigroup and let SL denote the left Rhodes
 w x .  L .Rexpansion see 5 for the definition of S and S denote the right
Rhodes expansion of SL.
w x  .THEOREM 8 3 Rhodes . For any finite semigroup S the semigroup
 L .RS is a finite unambiguous semigroup and has the same group complexity
 L .Ras S. In particular S is regular if and only if S is regular.
w xBirget 3 also showed that if E is some set of idempotents in an
unambiguous semigroup S then ESE is also an unambiguous semigroup.
In particular any ideal of a regular unambiguous semigroup is also unam-
biguous.
THEOREM 9. If S is a finite regular unambiguous semigroup, and E
denotes a set of idempotents formed by choosing one idempotent from each
maximal D-class of S, then S ( SE m ES and the latter has tensorialES E
co-ordinate form.
Proof. It is easy to show that a regular unambiguous semigroup S is a
projective semigroup and all other hypothesis of Theorem 7 hold.
w xWe mention that in 16 we show that every unambiguous semigroup is
strongly Morita equivalent to a semigroup with tensorial co-ordinate form
of the same group complexity.
w xIn 15 we give a further application of the results of the present article.
w xThe starting point of the Synthesis Theorem as presented in 4, 13 is the
concept of a structure matrix semigroup, inspired from Rees' theorem.
Next one extends such semigroups by groups. Finally, one iterates both
operations, alternatingly, a finite number of times. Semigroups constructed
in this manner have come to be known as iterative matrix semigroups
 . w x w xIMS . In both 13 and 4 it is shown that every semigroup divides a finite
IMS in a ``nice'' way.
The Morita semigroup is our analogue of a Rees structure matrix
w xsemigroup. In 15 we formulate a new approach to extensions by groups
and then rely on our results on equivalence of categories and our descrip-
tion of projectives to give a new concise form of the Synthesis Theorem.
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